Although supersymmetry has been studied extensively for over a decade, both as a quantum field theory and as a possible symmetry of nature, so far there has been no hint of experimental evidence for supersymmetry . *' Recently some events have been reported by the UA2 group at the CERN pp collider [5] which have the characteristics expected for the production and decay of supersymmetric partners of gauge bosons and quarks (for certain restricted ranges of masses for the particles in question). In this note, we will explain the signatures and rates for these events, and emphasize some predictions which must hold if the events could be interpreted as evidence for supersymmetry.
In a supersymmetric theory the standard particles, quarks (q), gluons (g), weak gauge bosons (W*, Z"), leptons (a+, v) , photon (y) and Higgs bosons (H) have 1 Supported in part by the National Science Foundation, grant PHY-8115541. ' Supported in part by the Department of Energy, Contract DE-AC02-76ER01112. 'l Reviews of supersymmetry as a quantum field theory are given in ref.
[ 11, reviews of supersymmetric model-building are given in ref. 121 , and reviews of supersymmetric phenom enology are given in refs. [3, 4] . partners differing by l/2 unit in spin but identical in all other quantum numbers, scalar quarks (;i), gluinos (g), winos (W), zinos (?), scalar leptons (%*), scalar neutrinos (s), photinos (T) and higgsinos (h") +'. Since the partners are not observed to be degenerate in mass with the normal particles, the supersymmetry must be badly broken (if it is a symmetry of nature at all). In general, if supersymmetry is relevant to understanding the weak scale, the masses of supersymmetric partners are expected to be of order mW, though some could be lighter.
To obtain the couplings of supersymmetric partners, one can take the electroweak and QCD couplings of the standard model, and replace the particles by their supersymmetric partners in pairs. Thus one can have transitions q-+qy> G-q7 t
with strength e (e2/47-r = a),
q-tat G-+qiY, g-jizt with strengthg,(g~/4rr=~,=O.l5),and
with strengthg2 (g2 = e/sin 0,), as well as many others. Additional vertices may occur, but those obtained by this procedure will always be present. There are many ways to search for supersymmetric partners. Their signatures are rather definite. We will assume that the lightest supersymmetric partner is stable, and we take it to be the photino; our arguments here are not sensitive to this assumption. Since the photino interacts weakly with matter (by exchanging a heavy scalar quark or scalar lepton), it will escape a collider detector thereby resembling a neutrino. The decay modes of all other supersymmetric particles are very sensitive to their masses (as certain decay modes can be kinematically forbidden). For the purposes of this paper, we shall assume the following ordering for the masses: fi_r <GV <fiq =i, e Gw <-"i,. In this case, we would expect the following dominant decay modes: p + VT [8] , 6 + qy , Q+ Qy", i? + Q5, and g +--f qqs. Note that one could haveh, <I$; in both cases the scalar neutrino, like the photino, will escape the detector.
At a collider the supersymmetric partners will be produced in pairs. One expects (q, q, g are quarks, antiquarks, and gluons in hadrons)
all to occur. Given a set of masses, the cross sections are all calculable [9, 10] . When the final state particles decay, one will observe electrons and muons directly; q, 4, and g as jets; and v, F, 7 will escape. Thus, one might have
where * denotes significant missing pT and j denotes a hadronic jet. It is important that the missing pT is made up of two particles, 3 and 7. Their momenta can add, cancel, or anything in between. In particular, if the missing pT is due to two or more particles, it would be incor- Table 1  This table lists some processes for the production of supersymmetric partners at a hadron collider. The constituent cross sections have been obtained by integrating eqs. (7) and (8) over all angles. Note that So = sin&, where @+ are modeldependent mixing angles. (See discussion below eqs. (7) and (8) to see how to obtain the qq-ET and qg --+ ?iT cross sections.) For qg --f ;ig, we have used the results of ref. [9] (in particular, note the erratum to this referezce). _To get the numerical results above, We have chosen MS = Mw = 40 GeV, kg = 80 GeV and Mr = 0, and we have evaluated the cross sections at a Js given by the sum of the final state masses plus 30 GeV (which roughly corresponds to where the cross section is a maximum).
We have summed over all possible elementary processes involving valence quarks and over all appropriate possible final states. Presumably, experimental cuts and structure function effects reduce the cross sections given above by about a factor of five. The present data sample at the CERN collider corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 131 nb-' [5] . rect to attribute to it a momentum four-vector whose square is zero (as is appropriate for a neutrino). Thus a clear prediction if such events occur and are interpreted as in eqs. (5) and (6) is that there should be a continuum of such events from large missing pT down to no missing pT (the latter give events that could be interpreted as violating lepton number).
In table 1 we give a set of reactions, the associated signatures, and numerical results for the constituent cross sections. These numbers have been obtained as follows. First, we have computed the elementary cross sections for reactions (5) 
+ sir&$+(%; -u) (fii -u) 2 sM,fGp sin $J+ sin @_
where 6 is the gluino or scalar quark mass in eqs. (7) and (8) respectively and 0 is the COM scattering angle of the produced %. The symbol i;j above signifies the lighter of two mass-eigenstates which arise from charged wino-higgsino mixing. The mixing is in general parameterized by two mixing angles #*. The i?+c,d vertex is proportional to sin $+, and the w+dLu vertex is proportional to -sin @_. (See ref. [3] for further discussion on the mixing. The cross sections for the production of the heavier of the two masseigenstates can be obtained from eqs. (7) and (8) by the replacement sin & + +cos@, .) Differential cross sections for-+ gy and qg -+ ;ir are obtained from eqs. (7) and (8) by the replacement fg2 sin 9, -+ eeqd2 where eq is the quark charge in units of e. For simplicity, we assume that the scalar quarks qL and qR are degenerate in mass. Then there is no interference between iL and qR exchange so that we may simply add cross sections, resulting in an additional factor of 2. [In contrast, only qL is involved in the reactions (5) and (6) since & does not couple to %.I Cross sections for qg -+iq are given in refs. [9, 10] *3. We note that perturbative calculations usually underestimate the production cross sections. However, our numerical results below are based solely on the perturbative cross sections given above.
Events of the type e'jj% and e'jh have been reported recently by the UA2 collaboration [5] at the CERN pp collider. Events of the kind jrpR have been reported by the UAl group as well [ 111. It is clear that such events are a natural prediction of supersymmetry. For gluino masses in the range 70-100 GeV, scalar-quark masses 40-60 GeV, wino masses 35-50 *3 In ref. [9] (erratum), there is a misprint in u(qg --* qa:
a factor A/9 should read A/(9$).
GeV, and -"Iq > I%, > kv, the cross sections and kme. matic properties of these events appear to be consistent with the predictions of supersymmetry. A detailed analysis is now being carried out to confirm this claim [121.
The UA2 candidate events [5] have appeared in a run with an integrated luminosity of 1.3 X 1O35 /cm2. The constituent cross.section for+ wg at &= 150 GeV is about 1.2 X 1O-34 cm2 (where we have taken sin $+ = 1) including a factor of l/3 for the branching ratio for w + ep, giving about 16 basic events possible. Experimental cuts and structure function effects will reduce the rate by about another factor of 5, giving an expected rate of a few !?jje events. Production of i?q is somewhat smaller, giving about one event of Qj& by similar reasoning.
Before any anomalous events can be interpreted as new physics, it is crucial to thoroughly examine all standard model processes and backgrounds which can produce such events. If these events are to be interpreted as the observation of supersymmetry, they must of course be confirmed by other detectors and by increased statistics in future runs. We can also give some predictions that must be verified. The predictions either come from rearranging the particles in an "observed" decay, or by arranging which particles are pair-produced. Thus, if+ wg -+ e'jj ?y and the ;3? are combined to give missing pT in some events, they will point oppositely to give little missing pff in other events. One also produces qg +g;i +jjj&, i.e. events with three jets and missing pT must be observed. The rate as shown in table 1 is very large. If such events are not observed, one would conclude that eitherkq > %g (in which case 6 -+ qg , implying a more complicated signature), or the "g and q masses are much heavier than we have assumed here. In either case, the scenario presented in this paper would be incorrect. In addition, we expect+ g? and qg + qy to produce the events jje and jpl, respectively, as indicated on table 1. The latter signature is quite spectacular; standard model backgrounds (such as pp + Zu +g, Zo-+ VV and pp+W* +r*v, r'+ ZJ + hadrons) are in principle known and can be subtracted.
It is important to realize that if the anomalous events are interpreted as the production of supersymmetric partners, then both signatures and sizes of the cross sections of various related processes described above must come out right. Thus, one will be able to soon rule out a supersymmetric explanation for these events if it is incorrect.
Further consequences of the scenario presented here are that there should be supersymmetric decays of the W; either W + ?Y [ 131 or W + wr [6] . With our assumption on the various masses, these events would be very similar [ 141 consisting of a final state of a'&. The leptons would tend to emerge at a smaller pT as compared to W + Qv events; a larger sample of such events would be needed before an anomalous signal could be inferred. Note that the wy final state could also be produced via continuum-+ i?y [7 3 with a signal similar to the one just discussed. In addition, one can search for evidence of supersymmetry at other accelerators. For example, if photinos and/or scalar-neutrinos are rather light (as we have assumed here), then they could be indirectly inferred from "neutrino-counting" experiments (e+e-+ y + nothing seen), where the undetected particles produced could be rr [ 151 or ?c(in addition to the expected ~5). Such experiments are now in progress at PEP [16] .
We have not discussed here the production of the "z. __ -_ _-Examples include final states consisting of zw, zy, zg, 29 and Zz". One typically finds reduced cross sections due to smaller neutral current couplings [lo] . It is important to emphasize that the number of events expected of a particular signature (such as those given in table 1) depends very sensitively on the masses chosen for the supersymmetric partners. For example, if the W were sufficiently heavier than the scalar quark, then the dominant w decays would be w + q;i resulting in no final states involving leptons. Of course, we chose one particular ordering of the supersymmetric masses inspired by the results of UA2 [S] . This is certainly sensible in that it will be the experiments which will ultimately decide whether supersymmetry is viable and which masses are indicated. On the other hand, supersymmetry cannot explain an arbitrary non-standard event. For example, supersymmetry does not normally lead to events with isolated hard photons. Furthermore, one can never directly reconstruct a supersymmetric partner via an invariant mass plot as some energy is always lost to an escaping photino. Thus, there is no supersymmetric explanation for the observed eey events at the CERN collider [ 171.
In conclusion, the CERN pp collider is a valuable tool to search for supersymmetric phenomena. In general, if supersymmetric particles are accessible at &= 540 GeV, one expects to see a general class of anomalous looking events. These events have substantial missing pT, one or more hadronic jets and possibly an isolated electron or muon. The exact number of events of each kind is highly model dependent. We have proposed one general scenario which could lead to events similar to ones now being reported at the CERN pp collider. We look forward with eager anticipation to future running at the CERN collider to see whether the evidence for new physics will indeed emerge.
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